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War veterans remembered
By Joanna Hammer

Event coordinator and Navy
veteran Pat Saunders said that
(his was done in order to get more
students' attention.
"I "he names of the people read
could he the mothers and fathers
of some of the students in this
room," Saunders said. "It was
appropriate to read them here in
order to bring attention the die
Paris Peace Acccords and with
everything going on in the world
today."
liebekah Shisia, a student who
attended the event, said remem-

REPORTEH

Three thousand ninety six
Ohioans who died in the Vietnam
War were remembered yesterday
Oil the anniversary of the Paris
Peace Accords, which ended
America's part in the war.
The names of the men were
read at the Falcon's Nest in the
Bowen-Thompson
Student
Union, during the remembrance
ceremony from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Volunteer readers read the

brance should take place more
often
"They should do more things
like this more often for people
who have died in uais," she said.
Shisia also till ihai many of the
students in the Nest were not
paying attention to the event.
Kelly Fink, another student,
commented on the reading of die
names.
"I personally don't have a problem with the reading of the
names of those who died in the

Vietnam War. However, I really
limit think thai anyone is paying
attention to what's being said,"
I ink said. "Moreover I don't think
that a lot of kids here even care
about it Must are naive to that
whole time period so they don't
see why lliis remembrance is

Important"
lack Crumley, another student,
reflected on the importance of
the remembrance.
I think it is important to leant
from our mistakes, and thai those

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES I FIRST IN A TWO-PART SERIES

who linnet history are doomed to
repeat it," he said.
Crumley also compared the
lack of Success in Vcitnam to the
possible impending conflict with
Iraq.
"With this situation in Iraq and
whether or not you think we
should attack, it's important to
remember a time when war didn't go well, instead of being arrogant and ignorant," he said.
The reason for the event,
Saunders said, is to remember

and honor those who served and
did not return back to Ohio from
the Vietnam War.
■|t reminds us that war is Inherently evil in that ultimately, the
dead bodies of our youngest,
brightest and best are the sacrifice thai is laid at its altar."
Ohio lost the fourth most casualties from the Vietnam War.
" These are names that are on a
wall, and liy reading them, we tire
bringing them home," Saunders
said.

Major Mania
invades U.
By Miranda Bond
RtPORttR

The University already provides events for prospective students concerning different
major choices. Now current students will have an opportunity
to research different majors.
Major Mania 2003, sponsored
by the Office of Academic
Enhancement, will give students
a chance to further explore all of
the majors offered at the
University.
"Major Mania is geared not
only toward any BG student who
has not chosen a major, but to
those who are looking to change
majors, choose a minor or simply want more information on
their current major," Mary Lynn
Po/niak, assistant director of the
Office
of
Academic
Enhancement, said.

Students can expect to meet
with various representatives to
answer any questions they may
have. In addition, students will
be informed about different
career options within their
major.
Dr.
Marina
Oshana,
Undergraduate Advisor for the
Department of Philosophy, has
represented the Philosophy
department for the fair in past
years and is excited to provide
Information this year.
"Because Philosophy is not
taught in high schools, it is a discipline that is unfamiliar to most
college students. Major Mania is
an opportunity to introduce students to the Department of
Philosophy, and to answer any
MAJORS, PAGE 2

New newsletter
informs students
By Allison Halco
REPORTER

Scott Mies BGNnvs
OUT ON THE TOWN: Performer Rebecca Richards, right, poses with a fan after a show at Uptown's Drag Night held every Tuesday

A DIFFERENT WORLD
By Scott Niles and lo Ann Sen*

REPORTERS
Madonna's "Die Another
day" pumps onto the dance
floor flooding the mom with an
energetic beat. Friendly smiles
and greetings fill the room.
Guys greet one another with
hugs and kisses, while girls do the
same. Some people proceed to
the dance floor while others
make their way to die bar.
There is no fear for anyone on
diis night, a night to be who you
are and not suffer any consequences of critical remarks,
harassment or physical harm.
Everyone walks around die bar,
for at least this night able to
express their true identities.
This is not a resort in Key West
— it's Uptown, the bar right on
Main Street in Bowling Green.
This is the scene of Uptown on

"It gives me a chance to hang out with my
friends in a very comfortable and enjoyable
atmosphere."
SCOTT MARENTtTTE, DRAG NIGHT PATRON

a Tuesday night — known affectionately around town as "Drag
Night." Tuesday nights at Uptown
are open to all who have ever
wanted to see a real life drag performer (which is men dressed up
as women).
This night is designed for people of the queer community to be
able to come out and express
themselves. Uptown has no
requirements to get in on
Tuesday; anyone is welcome.
Most patrons like the relaxed
environment the night provides.
"I like coming here on Tuesday

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

night because there are gay people, lots and lots of them," Maria
Krisiinis, a frequent Tuesday
night Uptown visitor, said. "It is a
night where 1 can be myself and
be comfortable with who I am in
a public environment."
Many other regulars of Drag
Night express the same sense of
pride and openness for this night.
Scott Marentette, a resident of
Trenton, Mich., conies to Uptown
oh Tuesday night almost every
week, as he has done for the past
year.
"It gives me a chance to hang

WEDNESMY

m

out with my friends in a very
comfortable and enjoyable
atmosphere," he said.
At 12:30 a.m. everyone gathers
in a large herd around the stage,
as the song "I Touch Myself"
starts to playat an intensifying
volume, increasing the energy
level in the room even higher
than it was before.
On one side of the stage the
crowd parts and a woman with
large curiy hair and a slender figure proceeds to the lop of the
stage area. She dances to the
music and mocks the words as
though she were singing the song

herself.
At a certain point in the song,
she strips off her outer layer of
clothing and is left with nothing
but a silver thong and two little
.

DRAG,PAGE 2

THURSDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High:32"
Low: 13"

"As daylight fades into night
here in Bawling Green, there is
one question on everyone's
mind: Where can we rock?"
'The new downtown BG
newsletter hopes to answer this
question. The first issue of the
bi-weekly publication arrived in
dorm lobbies, campus kiosks
and local businesses eariy last
week.
lay Kershner of Squeaker's
Vegetarian Cafe and Health
Food Store decided to begin
publishing the free newsletter to
increase interest in downtown
BowlingGreen. I le hopes that by
creating the newsletter, students
will become more aware of
events happening downtown
and frequent the area more
often.
"I tried to bring togedier businesses, students and entertainment so that everybody benefits," Kershner said.
Each issue of the publication
will feature an article about a
downtown business as well as a
list of upcoming entertainment
events. Kershner hopes to
include concert and album
reviews in future issues.
The first issue of the newslet-

FRIDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High: 28"
Low: 14"

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

ter includes a brief article about
Squeaker's and a calendar of
events
taking
place
in
Downtown Bowling Green over

the next two weeks.
Although the downtown
Howling Green Organization
provided about a third of publication costs, kershner paid for
the remaining costs on his own.
"It was a nice thing for him
(Kershner) to do," Kelly Wicks, of
Grounds for Thought Coffee
Shop and Bookstore, said.
Grounds for Thought is one of
six downtown businesses advertised in the first issue of the

newsletter.
"It's good for downtown businesses to work together," Wicks
said of his company's decision to
advertise in the publication.
Kershner believes there is a
definite need for the newsletter
in the Bowling Green communiI verybody seems to think it's
a really good idea," Kershner
said of the publication's reception thus far.
The Downtown BG newsletter
is looking for a permanent name
as well as article submissions
and any other suggestions. For
more information, e-mail
Squeakers(n\vcnctoig.

SATURDAY

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 33"
Low: 21"

•ML

Snow

High: 34'
Low. 22"

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Group to drill for methane
"We just never realized that
could happen," said Foate, who
said he was unaware when he
bought the ranch 10 years ago
that the minerals underneath
belonged to someone else. "How
do you see that train wreck coming?"
Sometime early this year, the
U.S. government is expected to
lift a moratorium that has halted
new drilling for coal-bed
methane in much of the region
for the past two years.
landowners like Foate who
have "split estates" are getting
worried they will be overwhelmed with demands from
developers for access to their
land. Split estate are common in
the West; the rancher owns the
land, or "surface rights," but
someone else owns the minerals,
oil or gas beneath it.
Many ranchers fear that giving
developers access to drill will

By Becky Bohrer
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SPOTTED HORSE, Wyo. — A
few weeks back, an unfamiliar
pickup truck pulled up at Mike
Foate's ranch and two men
stepped out as if they owned the
place.
In a way, he soon found out,
they did.
The men were from a company
that holds the rights to mineral
reserves beneath Foate's Rocking
Horse Ranch, where city slickers
pay for the peace and quiet. The
men were there to survey places
to drill. The company, Foate
learned, is gearing up for what
many expect to be full-throttlr
drilling for coal-bed methane in
the Powder River Basin of
Wyoming and Montana.
Foate felt sick as the words
from the two men sank in. He
ordered them off his land until he
could talk to a lawyer.

mean new roads on their ranches, mazes of power lines and large
holding ponds for the wastewater
extracted during the drilling.
They wonder if their land will ever
look the same once the companies leave.Foate knows he cannot legally
stop the company from drilling.
But he warned that he is not
above a little civil disobedience to
protect his land and livelihood.
"With me, what you sec is what
you get," he said. "Predicting my
nature or anybody's when their
back's against the wall is hard to
tell when it's something you care
about. I could end up in jail."
Foate and his wife, Vivian, said
they have considered outfitting
their gates — now loosely
chained to keep the horses they
train from straying—with bicycle
locks.

DRAG, FROM PAGE 1

B«k> E
METHANE: Water extracted trom an underground methane well
torms a mound as it freezes trom a spritzer on a ranch neat
Buffalo, Wyoming. Farmers and ranchers say the water released
during the drilling can often damage crops and vegetation.

Advisers available at Major Mania
major Freshman lanelle Oliger,
who is currently undecided,
plans on attending.
"I am going with an open
mind and hopefully 1 will find
some information on some of
my interests. I am looking for
any major that is close to my
interests."
Various fun events are
planned for the fair.
There will be prizes raffled
every 10 minutes and other freebies. Prizes will range from small
give-always to larger prizes. The
grand prize will be an opportuni-

MAJORS. FROM PAGE 1

questions students might have
about philosophy."
"The goal of Mania is to provide students with a faculty
member or adviser from each
college office to talk with,"
Pozniak said.
Students currently involved
with each major will be on hand
to offer a different perspective.
Representatives from the
University's Career Services
office will be in attendance also.
Many students are planning to
go to the fair in hopes of finding a

ty to ride on BG Buzz, which is an
air-plane ride viewing Bowling
Green.
"The fairwill have a festive and
welcoming attitude with refreshments of popcorn and drinks
When students enter they will be
provided with a map of the
room, so they can easily find the
majors they are interested in,"
Pozniak said. "Also, on the back
of the map will be valuable tips
on questions to ask representatives, so students can make the
most of the experience."
This is the third year for the

fair, faculty has found that it is a
great way to recruit students into
their programs.
Dr.
Holly
Myers-Iones,
Director of Environmental
Programs, said that, "We have
participated in the program
since its inception. The first year
was
quite
successful.
Approximately four to six people
declared an environmental studies major and others expressed
interest in our classes
The fair will be held in room
101 Olscamp Hall today from
1 p.m. to 4p.m.

Roommate moved out
Tuition just increased

Now What???

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

"All Day, Everyday"

U9UR.S! Mon:

720 - 722 EIGHTH - Two 3 BR A-lrame units. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $550.00 per month paid in 11 payments of
$590.00. Deposit $550.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease
5/17/03 Noon to 5/8/04 Noon.

11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am

cash, checks

•~\ r*
(Papa's I5(fxa<sa§i
1 Extra Large 1 Item

$e**

712 FOURTH. Apt. #E - 3 BR, 2 bath apartment, recently
remodeled. Washer, dryer, dishwasher, air conditioning.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $850.00 per month, deposit
$850.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Lease 5/17/03 Noon to
5/8/04 Noon.

On campus in Student Employment

January 29th
February 4th

. L'-l -

1

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

412 RIDGE - Three BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$940.00 per month paid in 11 payments of $992.00. Deposit
$940.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease 8/21/03 to 8/7/04

We can help... up to $23,000
Tuition Assistance
plus a paycheck!!

(papa)

1 Large
. 1 Item

10 2
10 2

Career Services
Gireer Services

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
J419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00
wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com

ml-1 < uin.it i Slew Kit'll al di'l IsjpC'^ups.coiu

3 regular

OTintijrop terrace

footlong
subs

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

(419)352-9135
winthrop @ dacor. net

only $10.99

1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
for May and August.

Now Leasing

Free High Speed Internet
coming this summer.

2 bedroom Furnished & Unfurnished
May and August

Free shuttle

service to
and from
campus.

High Speed Internet
Connection Available
2 Blocks from

2 swimming
pools.

eat fresb-

Campus
p w~»—

Good only at
524 E. Wooster
419-352-8500

480 Lehman
354-3533

j

vlllascsreen0dacor.net

vi

For further infonnation, contact Mary Lynn Pozniak or Tom
Gorman
at
Academic
Enhancement at 419-372-8943.
Students can also log onto the
Academic Enhancement web
site, which features a newsletter
about the event. Possible questions students may want to ask
advisors and representatives can
be found on the site as well. It
can
be
accessed
at
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/ac
en/premajorad/
PMA_Pages/Mania.html.

starts with dangling chains
covering her nipples. The
crowd sings along in high
intensity waiting to see what
moves she will pull next.
After the song is hallway
complete, people start to lay
down on the stage, putting dollar bills in their pants, shirts
and mouths waiting for the
woman to do some sexual gesture to get the money.
This is no ordinary woman
though. Her name is Rebecca
Richards. She is one of many
Drag performers who enjoy
entertaining the public. Shows
at Uptown on Tuesday nights
are a regular occurrence.
"I love to be in the spotlight
and it is also a good outlet for
me to be able to do what I like
and entertain people at the
same time." Richards said.
Richards is a drag performer
who was actually born a transsexual ( having characteristics
of both sexes).
T live my life as a female and
I plan to have surgery to
become a full female,"
Richards said.
Performing is not the main
focus of Richards' life though,
as she works full time at a
beauty salon as well.
If you go to Uptown on
Tuesday, be ready to be fully
entertained and blown away.

Jim Morrison (of the 60's rock ^«^^
group The Doors) was the first /__- \
)
rock star to be arrested
on stage.

Rent went up

22 3E.

Richards
performs
for the
masses

l«""»"
VILLAGE
GREEN
APIS.

Now through Jan 3151
wvvv* subway com

*No Coupon Necessary"

x>. H

IAMMMM

"■
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NANCY DENNEY TALKS ON SUCCESS SECRETS

www.bgnews.com/campus

Award Winning American Speaker/ Educator, Nancy
Denney will be speaking on "Create Your Own Future &
Destiny" tonight. Tuesday Jan. 28, in Bowen Thompson
Union Main Theatre Rm 206 at 7 p.m. Nancy will be
speaking on time management, getting the best grades
in college, achieving goals, and developing self confidence. Admission is free!

CAMPUS

get a ijfp
^^^^^^
^^*^^

ITK calender of events is taken from

I

http://cvcnlvbnHi.oiiu

8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Direct Pressure: A Collective of
the Print Society of BGSU
Student Union
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
UA0 Poster Sale
Union Multipurpose Room
10 a.m.- 4 p.m.
The Contemporary Landscape...
This exhibition will explore several
approaches to the question of why
the landscape continues to be a
compelling subject in the new millennium. It features work by several of the foremost contemporary
landscape painters working today.
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10 ,i in -4 pm.
Wake Up Little Susie: Pregnancy
and Power before Roe vs. Wade
A three-dimensional mixed-media
collaborative installation by artists
Cathleen Meadows. KayObering
and Kathy Hutton on the theme of
pregnancy and race between 1945
and 1965.
Willard Wankelman Gallery

Student Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Alpha Omicron Pi will be selling
duffel bags and lollipops lot Dance
Matathon.
Student Union Lobby
1 p.m.
Major Mania
"Major Mama" will offer curtent
BGSU students the opportunity to
visit with faculty and students
from a variety of BGSU majors. In
addition to this, advisors from
each college office will be in attendance, as well as representatives
from the university's Career Center.
There will also be prizes raffled
thtoughout the event.
101 Olscamp

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Warnings: an Exhibit by Lisa Link
Willard Wankelman Gallery

3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p m.
Education Abroad General
Informational Session
This is a general informational
session about the many overseas
study opportunities available to
BGSU students. The process of
studying abroad will also be discussed. The ending time of this
session is 4:30 p.m.
1103 Oifenhauer West

11 a.m. -2pm.
Alpha Omicron Pi Sale
Alpha Omicron Pi will be selling
duffel bags and lollipops to raise
money for Dance Marathon.

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
How 2 Workshop
"Simply Dazzling Firepolish
Bracelet" Instructor: Anne-Marie
Searle. In this easy and fun beaded

■
^^^^^^

jewelry class, you will use a larger
size of those "sparkly" firepolish
beads and combine them with a
surrounding seed bead weave Your
new creation will be a sophisticated, yet "wear with everything" treasure, perfect for everyday wear or a
night out on the town! (Material
Fee: $10) Register for workshops at
the Information Center in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
Advance registration is required
and space is limited. Classes last
approx. 2 hours. For more information contact the Information Desk
at 419-372-2741.
Student Union, Room 314
7:30 p.m.
Defining Leadership
Discover your influence and find
your destiny. This event includes
Christian fellowship and worshipful
music as well as the speaker
Campus Minister Andy DeGurge
who will be sharing and helping to
define leadership. For additional
information contact Lisa McMillan
at 419-836-9373.
Olscamp 103

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Friday. Ian. 24:
Unknown cause for alarm in
Conklin. Building evacuated and tire
department called
A report ot a possible party in
Biomtield was given to the UPD. It
will be checked out later
Complainant advised that a
University owned sweeper that she
had checked out. was stolen tram
Founders
Complainant reported that the
front wheel ol his bicycle was stolen
at McDonald West
Complainant advised that damage
was done to her bicycle while parked
at McDonald West
Complainant reported that she
had received a harassing phone call
while in the Music building.
Jerrod Hartman. Middle Point.Ohio
and Chadwick Prewitt. Florence, Ky.
were cited for underage consumption
and possession ot alcohol. Court
date: 1/27/03 at230 p.m
Colin Kibler. Hinckley, Ohio and
Larry Eugene Frajier Jr.. Bellefontame,
Ohio were cited lor criminal damaging. Court date; 1/29/03 at 10 a m.
Jason Stropko. Mentor. Ohio was
cited lor drug possession and paraphernalia possession Court date:
1/29/03 at 10 am
The complainant reported to
Student Services about receiving
harassing phone calls at home and
work
Thomas Pallens. Lorain. Ohio was
cited for disobeying a traffic control
device Court dale: 1/29/03 at 8 30
a.m

Custodial supervisor reported a
Windsor sweeper was stolen Irom
Oifenhauer West
Amy Kirkpatrick, Toledo, Ohio was
cited for expired license plates Court
date 1/29/03 at 830 a.m.
Complainant advised that a water
fountain had been knocked off the
third floor wall of Founders.

referred to student discipline for
unauthorized use of a motor vehicle
It was recovered and returned to the
owner.
Two subjects were injured in a
light at the Ice Arena they relused
transport to Wood County Hospital
Sunday. Jan. 26:

Saturday. Jan. 25:
Mai Eckel Jr., Sylvania. Ohio was
cited for underage consumption
Court date 1/29/03 at 10 a m
Complainants parked truck was
struck by a hit/skip vehicle in tot G
Ryan Donovan, Ashtabula. Ohio
was cited for underage possession of
alcohol Ryan Harvilla, Medina, Ohio
was cited for possession of manjuana and drug paraphernalia. Court
date 1/29/03 at 10 a.m.
John Shaeler, Fairview Park. Ohio
was cited for underage possession
Court date 1/27/03 at 2:30 pm
A student in Oflenhauer West
received verbal warning for underage
drinking and will be reletred lo student discipline
An ill student in Bromlield was
transported by ambulance to Wood
County Hospital
Several intoxicated students were
asked to leave the BGSU basketball
game
Complainant reported that his car
was damaged while it was parked in
Lot 6.
Complainant in Rodgcrs advised
that her vehicle was taken without
her permission A student will be

Units having trouble understanding dispatcher at the Commons
because of Ihe squelch
tanner Weithman, Gabon. Ohio was
arrested for obstructing justice,
underage consumption, drug paraphernalia and marijuana use in and
was taken to Ihe Wood County Justice
Center
Shawn Korell. Cleveland, Ohio was
cited for disobeying a traffic control
device on Library drive Court date:
1/29/03 at 8 30 a tit
Complainant reported the theft of
the rear license plate from her vehicle
at Haishman.
An anonymous person reported
that the door closure on the second
floor men's testroom in Rodgers was
torn olf the door
Complainant in Rodgers reported
that she lost an envelope containing
approximately $200
A subject in Compton was found
with man|uana and drug paraphernalia in his possession This is under
investigation

9 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Info Night
Olscamp Hall 101A
9:30 p.m
UAO Movie - My Big Fat Greek
Wedding
Union Theatre

From the age of thirty, humans
gradually begin to shrink in size.

THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE
WAREHOUSE SALE!
JANUARY 27 thru JANUARY 30
Monday - Wednesday: 9 AM-9 PM
Thursday: 9 AM-3 PM
Fashions from the pages of the
J.Crew Catalog up to 70% OFF!!
Free admission. Open to public!

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Bowling Green State University
Lenhart Grand Ballroom • Boom 2G02
1G01E. Wooster St. • Bowling Green, GH 43403
DIRECTIONS
From 1-7?;
Exit at Wooster St. Head West on Wooster St. lo Thurston St. Then head North
on Thurston St. The Bowen-Thompson Student Union is located on the right.

We accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express,
J.Crew Credit Cards, Cash and Check (with proper ID)
INCLUDES IRREGULARS, DAMAGED & CUSTOMER RETURNS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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MM Ml
"I think they actually felt so sorry that I
made less. I explained to them that I made
$12,000 to $15,000 last year. They were like,
'We can't tell America you made $12,000 to
$15,000'."
QIKFTKI

OPINION

EVAN MARRlOTT.aka. foe Millionaire, claiming he makes less than the
S19,000/year Fox has advertised he makes as a construction mvker. (mount am)

Ad rejection a bit hypocritical
We have a hunch that, among
the estimated 800 million people
who were said to be watching
Super Bowl XXXVII Sunday
night, most of the males jumped
when they saw two beautiful
women walking down the beach.
That was a promo for ABC's
weekend lineup of the NHL AllStar game and the NFL Pro Bowl.
Or, all beer lovers likely salivated when Bud IJght advertised
(heir product five times.
Many likely laughed when the

The advertisement, which promoted the city itself, and never
explicitly said that folks should
come to one of numerous establishments to gamble, was nixed
before the game, presumably
because of the very nature of the
"City of Sin."
To some, las Vegas is exactly
that — a sinful city, that shouldn't
lie advertised to an estimated
audience of 800 million people,
much of which was likely under
the legal gambling age of21.

three-anned man grabbed beer,
dinner and a woman's behind all
at the same lime.
lennifer Cianier stalked around
in her red underwear.
Trisla, the Bachelorette, teased
50,000 guvs in a lovely bikini.
The American Broadcasting
Company, home of Super Bowl
XXXVII, despite all these other
semi-controversial commercials,
shocked some prior to the game
when it rejected an advertisement for file city of Las Vegas.

HANDICAPPED
PARKING
[Z^"'»i-s *

\ ^' ■ ^y^\-'*•■--■ ^

CAMPUS
PARKIN G

im

Fine.
Don't run an advertisement
promoting a city that prides itself
in an unholy ad.
Don't run the other aforementioned ads. then, either.
We live in a country where
every tragic, horrific and generally bad thing is blamed on the ills
of society.
Finally, ii seemed, ABC had
begun to use its power to do
good Call it censorship, or call it
morals. Bui in essence, what thev

PEOPLE

0NTHE STREET
What do you think the
State of the Union is?

had done was respond to societal requests lo clean up pop culture's image.
And in not censoring any
other commercial on the entire
nine hour broadcast, the company undid any progress it had
made in disallowing the Vegas
ad.
We understand that many
people have and will argue that
this is America and capitalism at
its finest: ABC wants to make
money.

Clearly.
But please, keep a bit of consistency. If you're going lo go mi a
crusade for morality in the arts,
do it. We'll applaud you.
But don't go on a said crusade
for 10 minutes, and then renege
on it to make your money.
Wc say many will argue that
Ibis is America; but, so is freedom of the press. If AIIC will
denv that lo one group, denv it to
.ill

It's only fair.

Saddam should be
removed from power
United Stales should put a
peaceful, democratic government in place in Iraq. The
effects of failure in removing
Opinion Columnist Saddam are likely far worse
than the effects Ol our failure in
building a decent democratic
Recently, a friend of mine
government where he once
asked what I thought alxiut a
stood.
war on Iraq, and more spceiliNorth Korea remains the
cally whether we should wail
greatest bulldog to the ankle I >!
for Ihe United Nations to find a
Ihe United States In removing
"smokinggun" thai proves
Saddam I lussein Irom power.
Saddam's nuclear program isn't
We've made it clear in the past
continuing, I mid him what I
In both scenarios that we wish
thought: further UN inspection
liaq and North Korea lo be
ol liaqwon'i lell us anything
nuke-free. Both countries have
new about their program. The
ignored Ihe will of ihe world
only justifiable reason to keep
and Iheir respective regions,
inspectors in Iraq now, as far as
and North Korea has likely sucI'm concerned, is to appease
ceeded in their ventures and
our allies in the UN.
could possess up lo two small
The general consensus of
nuclear weapons. North Korea :
what UN Resolution 1441
is also capable of delivering
demands of Iraq is complete
those weapons greal distances, \
disclosure and discontinuation, without delay tactics, ol
as they demonstrated in
August of 1998 with the launch
their pursuit of weapons ol
of a missile over lapan. North
mass destruction. In othet
Korea has what could be charwords, a false or incomplete
acterized as ihe most backdisclosure or failure to cooperwards economy world-wide,
ate with inspectors would conand is responsible for some of
stitute the infamous "material
the worst violations of human
breach" that Ihe Bush adminisrights that we've heard about
tration is trying so hard to
since losef Stalin and Adolf
demonstrate.
Hitler. President Bush is quoted
The UK Telegraph reported
as recently staling, correctly, "I
on Ian. 19 dial, acting on intelloathe Kim long II."
ligence from "Western"
All those factors put together, I
sources, the UN inspection
however, do nol make North
teams seized several docuKorea a more imminent tlireal. !
ments from ihe homes of sciAn attack now would start a
entists that delail Iraq's latest
war of massive proportions
attempts to build nuclear
and allied casualties. In short, '
weapons. The documents were
we stand to gain so much more
placed in the scientists' homes
by diplomatic victory in Korea
by orders of Saddam himself,
than we do diplomatic victory
and constitute a direct contrain Iraq. Bui diplomatic victory
diction lo Iraq's public claims.
requires a strong hand, and we
The documents ihemsck es
haven't had a strong hand
provide two serious material
since lohn I- Kennedy bullied
breaches of Resolution 1441:
nuclear weapons oul of Cuba.
they show that Iraq still has a
Until wc show Kim long II that
nuclear program, and they
prove that Saddam is still trying we can walk and talk at the
same time, he'll lake advantage
to hide il
of us the same way he always
Saddam's insistence on hidhad
ing the documents when given
This is what the President
a "last chance" to come clean
Rush means when he says
indicates dial he has no intenresolve. Our resolve is our abilitions of complying with the
ty to follow through on our
international community, and
demands. Iraq didn't take us
no intentions of disarming. I lis
seriously when we demanded
aspirations for such weapons
disarmament, and North Korea
are particularly damning to the
didn't take us seriously when
prospects of allowing the rule
we demanded they cease iheir
of a man who was ihe first ever
nuclear program. Bui let's
to use nerve gas in combat, as
demonstrate our resolve in a
well as the firsl to use it on his
war in which fewer people will
own population, an ethnicdie. and which, as of yet, does
minority called the Kurds who
not have Ihe option of a lasireside in northern Iraq.
ditch nuke into Ihe sands of
Saddam musl be removed
Israel.
from power, and the UN or the
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GRAD STUDENT, MOD
"We're about to take an
upswing in the economy, but

Affirmative Action levels playing field
SAMANTHA M.
SIMS
Guest Cohamrist
The editorial from the Ian. 22
issue of The BG News was titled
"Affirmative Action is not the
answer" which holds some truth
lo it, but further into the article
The BG News stated that perhaps better athletic learns would
increase the minority population.
This comment was greatly
simplistic and inappropriate in
dealing with an issue of this
magnitude. Not only was the
response highly insensitive and
insufficient, it was also strongly
offensive and somewhat humorous lo me in that being a minority myself I could care less about
athletics, in fact when the
Bowling Green Falcons were
rushing the siands. painting Iheir
faces and purchasing BGSII
football attire in support of our
newly improved and winning
football learn, I on the other
hand did not attend one game.
Yes, I was proud of the team's
better athletic performance, but
ii in no way affected my attitude
toward Bowling Green Stale
University.
If athletics were moa' effective
al recruiting minorities over
Affinnative Action (as implied by
The BG News), then not one
African American would be al
Bowling Green. The truth is most
of us are here because of
Affirmative Action working in
some way. whether some of us
understand that or not. Speaking
for myself (I m nol sure how
many others are in agreement) I
would not have chosen Bowling
Green otherwise. The purp< Me Ol
Affirmative Action is not to fill

positions or universities with
unqualified and unproductive
minorities (minorities as in more
then just African Americans,
women, Hispanics, etc.); its purpose is to ensure thai we are
given an opportunity.
Lei's be realistic, if the
University was nol expected to
have a certain number of
minorities (which is still pathetically small) would lliey have as
many? Probably nol. It's sad but
because of this, universities do
offer specific minority scholarships. You can sort of consider il
as a way of checking to make
sure universities at least have a
minimal amount of diversity. If
the systems of education and
employment were not checked,
then a chain reaction would
occur within the entire socioeconomic system. Even more
African Americans would lie
unemployed, thus causing even
lower rates of earning, which
would ihen produce even more
desolate families and worsen the
school systems and overall quality of African American/minorily
people.
I WO points thai have to be
made are one: please stop lumping gays in the same category as
African Americans in order lo
make points. We are nol of the
same group of discriminated
peoples. We are of two completely different categories and defini
lions of minority groups. Two:
Affirmative Action has nol granted us advantages, rather it has
simply attempted to level the
very disproportionate playing
ground called the United Stales
of America. As a student walking
the paths and hallways ol
Bowling Green. I feel as if whites
or tlie majority are the advantaged
Despite our many "minority
programs" that are supposed to
solve all our problems with

diversity, I am still alienated from
anything familiar or comfortable
lo me which is something the
majority docs not and will not
ever experience. Maybe you consider being advantaged as having all the odds counted against
you, having no choice but lo
somewhat assimilate into another culture in order lo succeed in
life, and as openly and underlying being stereotyped and
judged. The fact thai we arc
debating about a band aide
attempt at a solution that has
only provided a four lo five percent African American population at most if nol all universities
(excluding ihe IIBCU's) and is
nol in any way solving half of ihe
problem of diversity and equality
in this society, is a step back in
America's advances toward positive racial progression.
Affirmative Action is not detrimental enough or better yet,
successful enough in balancing
out universities and diplomas for
it to even be addressed on such B
large scale. Still, many African
Americans are nol given the
chance or fail to take advantage
of higher education. I highly
respect I )r. King and his achievements but my favorite African
American spokesman, the one
which will not be quoted by The
BG News, is Malcolm X who
said, "If you've had a knife in mv
back for four hundred veins, am
I supposed to thank you for
pulling it out... the very least of
your responsibility now |s to
compensate me, however made
quately, for centuries of degradation and disenfranchisemenl, by
granting peacefully — before I
lake (hem Inrcetully — Ihe same
ligliis and opportunities for a
decent life that you've taken for
granted as an American
birthright"

we're in turbulent times over
seas and decisive action must
be taken."

MEGHAN DEMILTA
FRESHMAN
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.
"I don't think we should
go to war. President Bush scares
me. He's gonna get us all killed."

PATTY CLARK
FRESHMAN
POLITICAL SCIENCE
"/ don't think war is the best
solution to the country's problem. There are other ways
everything can be solved."

ERIC PIERCE
GRAD STUDENT
COMPUTER SCIENCE
"Built is leading up to
justifying a war with Iraq.
Expect a motivational speech.

10EL HAMMOND, MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
Do you agree with all of this? \Nfe
doubt it. Write us and let us know
where you stand.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are lo be less
than 500 words. These are usually in
repose to a current issue on the
University's campus or Ihe Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS arc bnger pieces

between 600 and 800 words These ; attacks and anonymous submissions
are usually, also, in response lo a curwill not be printed.
rent issue on the University's campus i
Email submissions as an attachor the Bowling Green area.
ment to bgnews@listprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked "letter lo
POLICIES
ihe F.ditor"or "Guest Column"OnlyeLetters lo Ihe Editor and Guests
Columns are printed as space on Ihe j mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
Opinion Page permits. Name, year
and phone number should be includ- i subject to review for length and claried for verification purposes. Personal ' ty before printing.

KARA HULL, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
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CHUCK SODER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210West 11.ill
Bowling Green Slate University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
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Attack against Iraq is justified
JONATHAN
WILLIAMSON
Guest C.olmmiisl

I am writing this in response
toloel I'reimark'sIan.23col
umn aboul the possible Iraq
war. Firs! I would like to say
thai I respect your opinions on
many topics however I feel that
you are misguided in this
instance.
first off. you said "President
bush has his worst job approval
rating since... 9/11." which
while true it is damaging to
your argument. You see, his
approval tarings started dropping when talk of Iraq started
so that can't be it
Second, you said that "in
times of national tragedy... the
press cases ofT however I think
that we must look back to
Vietnam during which the
press severely criticized the
presidents involved. Wars do
not make the president invincible.
Third, you said that "No
incumbent president has ever
lost re-election during a war"
however I think we must
remember Lyndon li. lohnson
(1963-68), who left office voluntarily rathet thanriskapresl
dential campaign In 1%9. As
you will recall, Nixon won that
election on an anti-war ticket to
end the wai
Fourth, you state that the wai
would be mainly about oil however that is simply not I me
rhete Is oil In many places
throughout the world, by some
accounts mine In Russia then
in Saudi Arabia, sowhywould
n't the United States pursue
that more!
Fifth, you said that Hush is
just protecting his freedom to
"refer to countt les that have
weapons of mass destruction as

terrorist nations'... (while)our
own has far more." 1 lowever,
what is missing in your state
men) is the last rime we used
any weapon of mass destruction (VVMD). If you recall we
last used a WMJ) against lapan
at the end of WWII, which while
some may debate it, it surely
saved a lot of lives by shorten
ing the war. What about Iraq
then? They last used them
against their own people who
had the nerve to rise up and say
the) didn't want to he ruled by
Saddam anymore.
Sixth, you attack bush's statement that, "we cannot let our
enemies strike first," by saying
that the United States was only
ever attacked once (Sept .11)
while we have attacked others a
lot more just this past century.
What about the 1993 bombing
of the WTC? What about the

bombing of U.S. Embassies in
Kenya and other African
nations? What about the attack
on U.S. troops in Remit? What
at> ml the bombing on the USS
Cole in Yemen? What about die
other countless attacks on U.S.
troops on [waceful deployments around the world? Or do
the lives of military personnel
count for lessTYou see. in just

Rve minutes i have come up
with as many examples of
enemy strikes against the U.S.,
and thai is granting you the
Peat 11 larbor debate which 1 am
not convinced of.
Now let's compare thai
against United States actions
shall we? 1991: US. troops liberate Kuwait after an Iraq invasion. 1993: U.S. troops attempt
to secure food distribution in
war torn Somalia. 1997 U.S.
iioops evacuated threatened
fnrn^i citizens in Liberia and
Albania 1999: U.S. troops force
the withdrawal of Serb troops
frtmi Ki isovi> wini were committing genocide 1 hi ise are just
a lew. Has the United States

made mistakes? Of course we
have. This country is run by
people and everyone makes
mistakes however most of the
U.S. military involvements
worked out pretty well.
There is more that 1 could
talk aboul however 1 have limited space and time right now so
let s locus on the main argument: you think lhat the U.S.
has no Justification for invading
Iraq, right? I have thought a
great deal about the possible
conflict tuid I also believe that
war is a horrible tiring and
should be avoided if at all possible. I lowever 1 also believe
that there are some things are
worth fighting for and protecting. Iraq will havenudeai caps
bilnies in between one to five
years, that's a fact (supported by
countless international documents]
. What will Iraq do with nukes?
Within one year of his rise to
power, Saddam invaded Iran, a
country twice his own country's
size, and when that failed he
invaded Kuwait to avoid having
to pay back his debt. Saddams
personal idol is loseph Stalin
who ruthlessly ruled the Soviet
Union and had a declared goal
ol "dominatinghis region."
Saddam also has that goal and
has stated it over and again.
Therefore it is reasonable to
assume lhat armed with a
nuclear deterrent to keep the
international community at
bay Saddam will be willing to
continue his pursuit to "dominate the region." In recent years
the United Slates has been criticized for not taking the lead to
Stop genocide in Africa that
killed millions, we cannot allow
ourselves to do that now. Do we
want to light now or later?
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How we appear in their eyes
BOB
MOSER
Guest Columnist

'The land of the frightened,
the home of the selfish." That is
how the terrorists of9J11 view
the United States of America.
As our nation has risen to the
top of the world in terms of
economic and political success,
we've not taken the time to
acknowledge the countries that
contributed to our standard of
living.

In search of the Cheapest
resources to accommodate our
needs, America has disregauled
tile consequences of their
actions. For every dmm of oil
thai is bought at a bargain price
in the Middle last, resentment
toward the United States continues to build over our evident
suppon of these totalitarian
gi net nments.
As the United States continues to purchase fossil fuels at a
low price from Arab princes
tuid "black gold" billionaires.
the (iu/ens of oil producing
nations in the Middle Fast recognize America as a selfish
bully who disregards their well
being by supporting the nilers
who oppress them.
Can you really blame them
for hating us? We continually
preach thai America is the savior of the oppressed, while reassuring lhat everything in our
power will be done to put a hall
to domineering rulers like
Osama Bin laden and Saddam

Hussein.
Stop and look at this great
nation of ours through the eyes
of a hungry Afghani fanner.
Now it is easy to see how
numerous countries view the
United States as hypocntic
opportunists who will only go
so far in their efforts as world
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heroes before endangering
Iheii own economic livelihood
One step America i an lake to
help bung peace to Afghanistan
istofinaiH i.ilh .nd in the
rebuilding of their society Bui
according to the I enter for
Defense Information website.
we have chosen instead to
spend SI billion per month on
wai efforts m this ravaged land.
compared to $300 million per
year in reconstruction aid.
President Hush is aware ol
this harsh reality, and is taking
steps to try and show genuine
c are toward the Middle Eastern

slates. According to an article
published this past Sept 11 in
the New York Times, Rush met
wilh Muslim and Arab\iuriu.in leaders at aconfereni e In Washington DC. Rush
told the group that lie was
"concerned about growing
ami-American sentiment in
Arab and other Muslim countries."
Rush also wanted to "repeat
the message that he sent last
fall thai the United States was at
WSI with terrorists, not with
Islam.
President Rush has also dedicated the remainder of his term
to eliminating the threat of terrorism throughout the world.
According to another recent
New York Times article by
Patrick Tyler, Rush focused his
attention on Iraqi leader
Saddam I lussein
II the United Stales does follow through wilh then promise
oi .i war against Iraq, it ma)
help to heal the bitter feelings
of those who hate our country
By starting a war against one
ol ihemajoi oil producers, tins
would solidify the impression
that we are willing to sacrifu i
our economic needs in uiclci In
help put an end lo terrorism.
Muslim and Islamic terrorist
groups are no longer secluded

to the Middle Ctuwi'ii stales
An arm leby Erik Ei khobn
from the New York limes this

past Sept 13 lists several groups
thai have taken then .ut to

China I lie I as) lurkestan
Islamic Movement has been
closely linked lot Kama Bin

Laden, and has been known to
send weapons and named
agents into t 'hina to perfonn
BCtSOl leninism
Now we air dealing with

more than one area of the
world when it comes to antiAmerican terrorist organizations.
America must seriously conSldei educating and training its
i itizensin how to deal with
future terrorist attacks.
It's IT unless tor Rush and
Company to put all their efforts
into eradicating terrorism dui
ing the next three years ol Ins
term. Hatred is something that
cannot l«-erased thai quickly

territorial differences, religious
misconceptions and paranoia
of one another have plagued
mankind fot as long as anyone
i an remember. Hunting down
fanatical terrorist leaders maj
quench oui temporary thirst
ioi vengeance now. but that will
only spurn retaliation on their
part.
If anything, I hope that the
major dei is makers i an
walk a day In the oppressed
shoes ol aii Iraqi citizen whose
Inline will he dictated to him.
and realize exactly why he's
grown to dislike this great
nation of OUTS SO much.
Once the leaders of the bee
world willingk admit to themselves that the United St,ites
doe- contribute to the suffering
that the Middle Eastern people
have gone through, then thev
will wink to lei lily their errors
and lake the necessary steps
toward some real world peace
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Alpha Phi
Mid Am Management
offers

Invites YOU to Come Join Us for
Open Recruitment!
Games Night!!
Tuesday the 28th
Open House from

7:30-8:45 or9-WI5
2 Bedroom Available
419-352-4380
Best Prices in Bowling Green

Meet/Greet the Sisters!!
Wednesday the 29th
Open House From
8-8:45or9:l5-W

Come and see what Sisterhood is all about!
For Questions, please contact
Dana Orlando or Lindsey Peters
dorland@bgnel.bgsu.edu or lmpeteriabgnel.bgsu.edu
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Iks CcAASign a lease with NEWLPVE

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL
^^ STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Applications are now available for Student Budget
Committee (SBC) funding and office/storage
space in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union.

l.'..i,( ils
Rentals

C3

SBC Funding Timeline:
109 N. Main St. # H: One bedroom unfurnished apartment located downtown above
Call of Canyon. Resident pays all utilities. $335.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
114 S. Main St. #3,7,9 & 10: One bedroom unfurnished apartments. Located downtown above Wizard Graphics. FREE WATER & SEWER. Laundry facilities in building. #3 $335.00, #7 $355.00, #9 $385.00, #10 $395.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
114 S. Main St. #12 & #13: One bedroom unfurnished apartments. Located downtown above Wizard Graphics. Resident pays all utilities. #12 $440.00, #13 $395.00 per
month for a 12-month lease.
117 N. Main St. #2,4,5,6 & 8: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown. Are all different. Resident pays utilities. #2 $375.00, #4 $385.00, #5 $345.00, #6
$350.00, #8 $300.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
315 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck. Gas
heat. Resident pays all utilities. $485.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
507 & 525 E. Merry St.: Large two bedroom furnished apartments. Across from
Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. Laundry facilities in
buildings. $610.00 per month for a 12-month lease.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

332 S. Main St.
• (419) 352-5620
w w vv.newloverealty.com/nrentals
rtewlol@dacor.net

February 19 & 25 - Help Sessions - Union 207 at 8:00 pm
March 3-7 - SBC Funding Applications will be accepted. No
applications will be accepted after 5:00 pm on March 7, 2003.
March 28-30 - SBC Funding Hearings
For a copy of the new SBC funding forms and the updated funding criteria
and limitations, visit th% Office of Campus Involvement website.
Office/Storage Space
What's available?
Every office and workstation in the 410 Student Union Suite
Every cabinet and cupboard in 424 Student Union
Applications are due by 5:00 pm on February 28, 2003.
For a copy of the Office/Storage Space Application, visit the Office of
Campus Involvement website.

Office of Campus Involvement
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
419-372-2343

Oftsc

involvedebgnet.bgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/office/sa/getininvolved
OMxraSkftolDhn
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PATROL REPORTS 11 WEEKEND FATALITIES

SIME

The Ohio State Highway patrol reported 11 fatalities
in eight traffic accidents over the weekend, bringing
the yearly total to 47, compared with 58 in the same
time span of 2002.
Source: Ohio State Highway Patrol

Taft proposes tuition increase cap
cent cap on tuition increases was
eliminated two years ago. The
budget at that time proposed
almost no new funding for the
public universities.
Taft, a Republican in his second term, on Monday also
released specifics about education cuts he said would IM' necessary if lawmakers don't pass tax
increases to fill a $720 million
deficit in the current budget.
For example, Taft said
Cleveland city schools would lose
$8.5 million in funding this spring
if he has to cut school Minding.
Ohio State would lose $7.7 million.
Tall urged legislators to
approve his tax plan "rather than
forcing cuts that will hurt Ohio's

By Andrew Welsh-Htijjins
IHE ASSOCIMEO PRESS

COLUMBUS. Ohio — Gov. Bob
Taft proposed reinstating a 6 percent cap on tuition increases at
Ohio's public colleges and universities for the next two-year budget yesterday.
He proposed a special 9 percent cap for Ohio State University
to allow the school to catch up
with the tuition levels of the 12
other state-supported colleges.
I le also wants to let public colleges and universities charge
incoming students a $300 fee.
Taft also announced proposed
increased funding for universities
for the budget vear beginningluly
I.
Lawmakers would have to
approve the tuition caps. A 6 per-

ability to position itself as a leader
in the new economy."
The governor warned last year
thai he would be forced to reinstate the caps after some universities imposed rare midyear hikes
and others proposed doubledigit increases.
In his inaugural speech earlier
this month, Taft announced the
creation of a committee to study
ways of improving higher education in Ohio.
The presidents of Ohio's 13
public four-year universities have
asked Taft not to limit tuition
increases. They say the schools'
trustee boards must be able to
raise fees depending on each
school's circumstances.
"However, we've asked that if

*A_.

If you love BGSU and are...

t/>

enthusiastic

caps are a political necessity, that
they are as flexible as they can
be," said lim McColIum, executive director of the presidents'
group, the Inter-University
Council.
Among
the
presidents'
• Link caps to levels of state
support, so schools that get less
state money are able to raise
tuition higher than those that get
the most state aid.
• Allow campuses to increase
tuition by a certain dollar
amount, and not just limit them
to a certain percentage.
• Authorize two-tiered tuitionhike systems that would allow
higher tuition increases for
incoming students.

•We're located in the Conklin North Greek Units
across from Fraternity Row

Information Sessions:
February 3", 4*, & 6*

"Any questions contact Jenny at 214-5737

Application! available Ftbruaiy 1" onlint at:

8:00PM

lay LapreteAPPV;
OUTLINE: Governor Bob Taft speaks at a press conference last
week. Yesterday, Taft proposed to reinstate a cap on tuition increases.

' Join us for our Ice Cream Social
Wednesday 1/29 from 8-10:
Stop by and watch The Bachelorette!"

Apply to be a 2003 summer Orientation Leader

Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Rm. 207

/

The Sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma
Invite You to our Open House:
Tonight from 8-10:

this is the summer job for you!

7:00f M -
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www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/oreg/leaders.html
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APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

UAO pnesems

Something For hveryono
Clean - Comfortable
Affordable

D.L Hughley

601 3nl S»~i
I ll.ii,i, l-.i.i,
12 m.mil, l.ai. 5375 S385/moritli

Thuns. Jan. 30rh UT S pm
(dooRS open ai 1pm)

TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE

704 5'" Sir..!
2 Bdtm I,,. i,
■■ I.''.I,.i,n, ■■... .
Shnttlr *top on properly

THIS WEEK
IN THE UNION LOBBY/

710 7th St
2 K.I,in Unturn
1 ,„l.,t, ,t MtdMM " .1,-1 .s.,.1..
Sl,„tUr Mop on properly

Call 352 3445
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Wg-Gfnder$.

fl&rtul ?OJrtu! fl&rtu!

Get out of the cold,
Get in here,
and warm up with or oven baked grinder.

*Large Group Special*

We also have a wide variety of expressos, cappuccinos, and coffees.

LARGE PIZZA $5

Get Warm With Us!
2 Soups Daily

Your #1 Choice for a
Healthy Meal

4 Types of Baked Pasta

523 E. Wooster St.

•

419-353-7770

Catering - Dine-in - C»rr,\ our - Delivery - Party Trays

(minimum 4)
$1.25 additional toppings

Domino's Pizza

(R)

353-MEGA
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BRIEFING

TUESDAY

Men's basketball
travels to Athens

lanuary 28,
2003

The Falcons will try lo
improve their record against
Mid-AmericanConference East
learns (o 4-0 when Ihey play
Ohio University tonight In
Athens,
Rowling Green won one
game last season against Ohio,
hut the Bobcats defeated the
Falcons, 85-78, in Athens, in the
final game of the regular season
last year.
Ohio was picked to win the
MAC East in the preseason poll.
The Bobcats have compiled a 24 record in the league and are 03 against MAC West teams this
season.
BG forward John Reimold
enters the game with a teambest 56.1 percent field goal percentage and 53.1 percent from
three-point range in MAC
games this season.
The game is scheduled to
start at 7 p.m. at The Convo in
Athens.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Defense deserves credit
By Zach Baker
ASSISTANT SPOB I S EDITOR

Ultimate Frisbee
team starts practice
Bowling Green's Ultimate
Frisbee club team has started
ispring semester practices.
The club is looking for new
people to join the team.
Practice times for this weekare
today from 7 lo 9 p.m. and
Thursday from 9 lo 12 p.m. in the
Perry Field I louse turf room.
More details can be found on
the club's website at
www.hgultimale.com.

Super
Bowl is
National
Holiday

David I. Ptlillip AP Photo

FIRST SUPER BOWL WIN: Tampa Bay Buccaneers head coach Jon Gruden poses with the Vlnce
Lombardi trophy alter Gruden guided the Bucs to their first Super Bowl win in franchise history.

While some may argue thai
Sunday's Super Bowl will be
best remembered for Shania
Twain dressing as the bride of
Frankenstein while being
raised by a cherry-picker to the
mezzanine of Qualcomm
Stadium, most will remember it
for the Buccaneers' defense.
The defense proved it was as
good as commentators for
years had been saying it was,
intercepting NFL MVP Rich
Gannon five times in a 48-21
victory.
Il was more than just
turnovers thai decided (his
game, though. Even when the
Raiders cut Tampa Bay's lead to
13 in the fourth quarter, the
game was still in the hands of
UM Buccaneers.
The Raiders managed three
touchdowns, but only after
falling behind 34-3 in the third
quarter. The first came on a referee reversal on a touchdown
pass that was controversial to
say the least, and the second
touchdown came on a blocked
punt.
The Buccaneers simply didn't
allow the Raiders to move the
ball until attaining a 31 point
lead. Simeon Rice and the Bucs
defensive line had Gannon
looking more like l'odd Philcox
than an MVP scrambling and
often throwing the ball away.
The secondary of Tampa Bay
deserves perhaps the most
credit Kven when the Raiders'
offensive line did give Gannon
enough time to throw, Rondc
Barber and the rest of the

Buccaneer secondary was
ready, anticipating the quarterback's every move.
Much of the credit for the
Bucs' Super Bowl win should go
to the Tampa Bay coaches.
Many will say, perhaps rightly, that Tampa Bay head coach
lohn Gruden's understanding
of the Raiders, his former team,
played a role in the win.
It was defensive coordinator
Monte Kiffin, however, that had
the Buccaneers playing the
dominant defense. Don't be
surprised if Kiffin is now mentioned as a head coaching candidate in the near future. It has
been reported that the 49ers
have already asked the
Buccaneers for permission to
interview him for their head
coaching vacancy.
Gruden's win in the Super
Bowl has proven that he was
worth what the Buccaneers
gave up to get him. On the surface, the trade seemed as lopsided as the deal that sent
llerschel Walker to Minnesota
over a decade ago and created a
Dallas dynasty 111 the process.
Gruden's win makes it all
worth it. Tampa Bay took a
tremendous risk, firing Tony
Dungy, the coach that turned
them from bottom feeders to
contenders and
brought
respectability lo the franchise.
But Dungy never got them lo
the superbowl. and Gruden will
be remembered as the one who
had his players singing Queen
on Monday morning.
Any coach who can inspire
"We are the Champions" is well
worth the price.

DAN
GEDNEY

Sports Reporter
While watching the 37th
annual Super Howl on Sunday
night, a friend of mine made an
interesting comment. He said
thai Super Bowl Sunday is like a
national holiday, and lhat even
though he had no real vested
interest in how the game turned
out he fell that he jusl had to
watch it.
lhat comment made a lot of
sense to me. It seems that even
people who do not even know
what teams arc playing in the
Igame have some son of plan for
Super Bowl Sunday. It would
probably not be an easy task lo
find someone who's evening
agenda did not have them al
leasi in the same room where
the game was being watched.
There certainly are plenty of
things thai can attract even the
most anti-football person to sit
down and watch the big game.
Perhaps someone who is a big
fan of Shania Twain. No Doubt,
or Sting watched to sec if they
put on a rousing performance at
halftime. fans of Bon lovi had to
wait until the game was over to
get a chance to see them play.
I here may even have been people who were interested lo see if
.the famous magicians IVnn and
Teller accurately predicted the
winner, final score, and Mosl
Valuable Player of the game.
If none of that ap[)ealed to
you. there was still another thing
that could glue you to I he TV for
the entire five hour broadcast,
the commercials. You could
probably ask fust about anyone
what their favorite Super Bowl
commercial was and compile a
pretty long list Two that came lo
mind for me were the many grueling bailies between Bud Light
and Budweiscr in the "Bud
Bowl.'' and Michael Ionian and
l-arry Bird's "off the Empire State
Building through Times Square,
in the back door, nothing but
net," basketball shootout for
Ionian's McDonald's Big Mac.
COLUMN, PAGE 9

Raiders no longer bad boys
By Enk Cassano
SPOUTS R[P0ltt[ll

It was a Super Bowl loss befiiling a Raider fan. Two mornings
later, and they're still trying to
sleep off the hangover
These weren't your fathers
Raiders Those Raiders would
have Al no! lost by 27 and li)
would haw committed hara-kiri
If they had,
Where was the bad?Where was
the silver and black?
lusi Win Baby'?Try tliis: "lust
Win Only If Your Quarterback
Doesn't Throw Five Interceptions,
Baby"
At some point this off-season,

somebody is going to say the
name "Rich Gannon" to
Buccaneers coach Ion Gruden.
and he's going to bust out laughing.
Gruden must have had a telepathic connection to Gannon.
the Raiders' now-maligned quarterback,
because
every
Buccaneer interception was the
step-in-front-of-the-receiverand-lakc-off-running variety. I he
Buc defense knew exactly where
lo Ix1 and when al all times. You
don't have that happen live limes
over by guessing
Maybe Bill Callahan, the
Raiders' now-maligned coach.

didn't do a good enough job of
mixing things up in the wake of
(linden's
departure
from
Oakland. Maybe Callahan just
had the misfortune of going up
against the coach who preceded
him, a coach who couldn't help
liui read his team like a book.
Regardless of what happened,
the Raider offense, lhat offense
With the league M\ P that offense
with two future I lall-of-Fame
receivers, thai lop-ranked
offense, looked like a bunch of
creaky-boned geriatrics coming
up on retirement faster than
crash-test dummies on a wall.
I was wrong. Maybe these are

your father's Raiders. They're just
hanging around too long.
The only thing that saved the
elderly trio of Gannon, ferry Rice
and Tim Brown from total humiliation was Rice's second-half
touchdown reception.
Rice. 40 and dread-locked, still
has it. At least enough for one lasl
hurrah. But one last hurrah conjures up images of Nolan Ryan
dragging his arm around the
country and collecting Rolexcs in
1993. Of Fmmitt Smith and the
almost-ceremonial twilight of his
career on pitiful Dallas teams.
One last hurrah has no place in
the Super Bowl. Unless you're

lohn Flway.

Old teams play on borrowed
time. In this era of the NFL,
tomorrow is guaranteed to no
team. Tomorrow is especially not
guaranteed to a team with key
players as long on time as
Oakland.
The bad was back for Oakland
when Ihey made il to the Super
Bowl a week ago, but after
Sunday, their renaissance turned
into a let's-win-one-for-the-gipper trip down memory lane. A
brief blast from the past, fleeting
and receding.
RAIDERS, PAGE 9

Gymnasts finish
fourth in Florida
By Matthew P Lyons
SPORTS RtPORKK

I he Bowling Green women's
gymnastics team traveled to
the deep south for a meet
Friday at the University of
Florida, against Kentucky.
Minnesota, and host school
University of Florida. I he
Falcons left the meet with a
second meet's worth of experience, but a fourth place finish
and 189.200 points.
BG began on beam in front
of 2289 fans in U of F's
O'Connell Center. Alter ,i
strong opening performance
from lessica Guyer things went
as cold as the recent Florida

Weather. BG's next four beam
participants experienced a fall
each. Senior Kalhy Emerson,
the sixth beam participant for
beam, ended the rotation With
a solid score of 9.55.
In the second rotation the
Falcons looked for a restart on
lloor. After a rocky start, solid
routines from the next five
members of the floor squad
showed a marked improvement. BG added 48.275 morepoints to its score for a total of
94.600 at the halfway mark in
the meet. Florida held the first
place position followed by
Minnesota and Kentucky.
BG looked to its vault squad

in the third rotation for more
solid performances. CoCaptain, Melissa Popovich
began the even) with a strong
9.625.
Strong vaults, but
missed landings led to the
Falcons final v.iuli store of
47.55 poims. Jessica Guyer
again led the Falcons with 9.65
points on vault.
The Falcons finished the
meet on bars.
Led by
Popovich's score of 9.725 the
Falcons finished with 47.050
points. As with the rest of the
meet, the bars experienced a
few falls.
GYMNASTICS, PAGE 9

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

File Photo

BALANCING: A BG gymnast performs her balance beam routine
during a meet at BG's Eppler Center.
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Lions fire coach after 3-13 season
By Larry lage
THE ASSOCHII0 PRESS

ALLEN PARK. Mich. — Marty
Momhinwcg was fired as coach
of the Detroit Lions yesterday, a
source within the league said.
The dismissal comes after a 3-13
season, the second-worst record
in the NFL
A new coach will be hired later,
said the source, who spoke on
condition of anonymity
Detroit was 5-27 under
Momhinwcg over the last two
seasons, including a road record
of0-16.
The firing was first reported by
radio station WXYT in IX'troii
The Ijons held a news conference yesterday afternoon.
On Dec. 31,1 Jons chief executive Matt Milieu, with the blessing
of team owner William Clay Ford
Sr. said Mornhinweg would
return as coach.
The Lions lost their last eight
games this season.
Mornhinweg matched Chris
Palmers two-year record of futility for a new coach since the NFL
went to a 16-game schedule in
1978. Palmer coached the
Cleveland Browns in 1999 and

2000.
Palmer, though, was coaching
an
expansion
team.
Mornhinweg look over a team
that went 9-7 and narrowly
missed the playoffs.
Mornhinweg had never been a
head coach at any level before
taking the job with the Lions.
He was widely criticized this
season for choosing to take the
wind instead of the ball after the
1 jons won an overtime coin toss
in a game against Chicago. The
Bears got the kickoff and drove to
the winning field goal.
When Mornhinweg was hired,
he did not hesitate to set his
sights on the Super Bowl, a game
in which Detroit never has
played.
"The bar is high," he said. "The
goal for this organization is to
win Super Bowls."
The Ijons have had only one
playoff victory since winning the
1957NF1.1itle.
Mornhinweg had insisted the
team's weak record stemmed
from failed drafts from the previous regime, along with aging or
injured players.
The past two years, the [jons

have gotten rid of five one-time
first-round picks — Herman
Moore. Johnnie Morton. Bryant
Westbrook. Terry Fair and Aaron
Gibson. The Lions also lost Ron
Rice, Kurt Schulz and Stephen
Boyd to career-ending injuries.
The Ijons will have the second
pick in April's draft, and expect to
have enough salary-cap space to
sign a couple free agents.
The Lions began the season
excited about rookie quarterback
Joey Harrington and returning
downtown from suburban
Pontiac for the first time since
1974 to play at Ford Field.
Harrington, the third pick in
the draft, showed some flashes
after he became a starter in Wfeek
3, but he regressed before being
sidelined with an irregular heartbeat in the 14th game.
Ford Field lived up to its billing
as one of the NFIi finest stadiums, however. The $500 million
facility, however, was not enough
to make a bad team better.
The I jons are the fifth NFL
team to change coaches since
the end of the season. They follow
Cincinnati.
Dallas,
Jacksonville and San Francisco.

PMSincyiAPPMo

FIRED: Detroit Lions head coach Marty Mornhinweg walks along the sideline In a game earlier this
season. Mornhinweg was fired as coach of the Lions yesterday after his team finished 3-13, the second worst record in the NFL.

Arizona holds top spot
BytimOConnell
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Arizona's comeback win at
Kansas helped the Wildcats
hold ihc No. 1 spot in the AP
men's college basketball poll
yesterday, while Alabama
dropped farther from the (op
spot it held just a month ago.
The Wildcats (15-1), who rallied from a 20-poinl deficit to
beat then-No. 6 Kansas 91-74
on Saturday, received all hut
one first-place vote from the 72(membcr national media panel.
Arizona, which is No. 1 for the
second straight week and for
the eighth poll this season,
received 1,799 points, 102 more
than Pittsburgh (15-1), which
remained second after beating
Georgetown 65-64 on Saturday.
Texas (13-2) and Florida (162), which gcil the oilier firstplace vote, each moved up one
place, while Duke (13-2), which

lost 80-71 to North Carolina
State on Wednesday, dropped
from third to fifth.
Oklahoma, Kentucky and
Louisville moved up one place,
and are ranked sixth through
eighth. Oklahoma Slate and
Maryland rounded out the Top
10.
Alabama (12-5). which took
over the No. 1 ranking for the
first time in school history on
Dec. 23 and held it for another
week, dropped from 15th to No.
23 this week after losses to
Mississippi and Kentucky.
The Crimson Tide has lost
three straight games and four
of five in dropping an average
of 5.4 places each of ihc last
four weeks.
This is the third lime in four
seasons a team ranked No. 1
has fallen out of the Top 20.
Arizona was the preseason
No. 1 and held the top spot for

the first two polls of (he 2000-01
season, but the Wildcats
dropped lo No. 21 on Jan. 8.
They relumed to finish fifth in
the final poll.
In 1999-00. Connecticut was
No. 1 in the preseason poll but
the Huskies dropped to 22nd
on Feb. 21. They never fell out
of iheTop 25 and were No. 20 in
the final poll.
Noire Dame was 11th this
week and was followed by
Kansas. Illinois, Connecticut,
Georgia, Creighton, Wake
Forest, Marquetle, Indiana and
California.
The lasl five ranked teams
were Mississippi State, Oregon,
Alabama,
Syracuse
and
Missouri.
Syracuse (13-2) moved back
into ihc rankings afler a oneweek absence. The Orangemen
beal Selon Hall 83-65 and
Miami 54-49 last week and they

have a rematch on Saturday
with
Pittsburgh.
which
snapped (heir II game winning streak two weeks ago
Auburn (15-4) moved into
ihc poll for the firsl lime this
season last week at No. 24, bul
the Tigers fell out following
losses to Kentucky and Georgia.
Creighton (17-2) moved into
lo the Top 10 lasl week for the
first lime in school history, bin
the Blucjays dropped six spots
lo No. 16 afler going 2-1, losing
74-66 at Evansville on
Thursday.
Connecticut, Arizona and
Alabama are the only No. Is to
fall out of the Top 20 since the
poll expanded to 25 learns for
Ihc 1989-90 season.
Before thai, six No. 1 teams
fell oui of ihc rankings, ihe last
time in 1979-80, when both
Duke and Indiana did il.

Wliile the final score was nol
whal BG wanted, ihc learn was
able to lake away the experience of another meet. Florida
finished in firsl place with

195.975 points. Second and
third place were occupied by
Minnesota with 193.45 points.
and Kentucky with 192.2
points. The Falcons finished
louiili with a season low 189.2
poinis.

A Furry Fun
Filled Fact...

Popovich placed third in ihe
floor exercise overall and represented the only BG gymnast
placing in ihe top three in any
event.
The Falcons will take the
next week to prepare for

I lours:
Moh-Fri (9 am - SpmJ
Saturday (9am -1 pini

Sunday's meet at Kent State
University. While this meet
againsi ihe Flashes does nol
count in the conference standings, is will give BG a look al
one of the lop learns in ihe
Mid-American Conference.

A tk tes li muscles
in m tttffl

i<*Sv

By Joe Milicia
IHE ASSOCIilED PDESS

CLEVKLANl) — Pitcher Brian
Anderson doesn't want lo hear
any talk about the Indians
rebuilding
"I hate that word,'' the left-hander said. "I think when you have in
the back of your mind we're
rebuilding' it's almost like a builtin excuse."
Anderson isn't alone in his view
of where ihe Indians stand as they
head into a spring training full of

questions,
With less than three weeks until
spring training rookie manager
I in Wedge said he's prepared to
leave rebuilding behind and focus
on ihe lask of winning g;uncs.
while at the same time developing

young talent

Falcons prepare for Kent State
GYMNASTICS. FROM PAGE 7

Indians done
rebuilding

'Rebuilding is acquinng players. We've acquired players."
Wedge said. "Now we're in ihe
process of going out there and
making our team better."
As the Indians take a wecklong
press lour through Ohio this week,
team management might want to
give name lags lo some of their

recent acquisitions.
Recognizable veterans like Jim
Thome are gone, replaced by new
faces like Travis llafncr.
I lather, 25, acquired in a trade
with Texas lasl month, has the
opportunity lo win the first-base
job and fill ihe giant hole left by
Thome's move lo Philadelphia
"I gel asked a lol 'What's il going
lo be like lo try to replace Thome?'
I'm nol Irving lo replace him. I'm
just going to try to play my game,"

said Ihc 6-fool-3, 240-pound
rookie. 'Hopefully. Ihe fans here
can appreciate thai."
Wedgesaid llaliier will be corny
peling with Ben Broussard for Erst'
pase with Shane Spencer possibly
playing some games there.
He said John McDonald will be
[he likely starter al second base
and sees third base as belonging
lo Ricky Gutierrez if he can
resume his career following neck
surgery
Wedge envisions a slarting outfield of Karim Garcia in right,
Milton Bradley in center and Malt
l-awton in left. Spencer would
Star) in left if Lawton isn't ready
after shoulder sin gery
Indians fans looking forward lo
seeing highly touted rookies such
as outfielder Alex Escobar, inlielder Brandon Phillips and catcher
Victor Martinez could be disappointed in April.
Wedge said Escobar and
Martinez will probably start the
year atTriple-A Buffalo. 1 le said for
Phillips to make Ihe learn he
would need lo play every day.
"I think we have to make sin mg
del isiims when il comes lo players — who we move forward with,
and what role they're going to be
in," Wedge said.
Wedge, who turned 35 on
Monday and is the youngest manager in ihe majors, said he's counting on veterans Ellis Burks and
Omar Vizquel — both older than
Wedge — lo provide leadership.
"We've got a lot of young players
that need lo sec it done the right
Way, Wedgesaid.
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445 !•;. Woosler
Bowling Green. OH 43402
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445 I- Woosler
Bowling Green. OH 43402
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Solurda) (9am - I pmt

GREENBRIAR, INC.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

(419)352-0717

FALL 2003 APARTMENT
LEASING SPECIAL
^J East Merry Avenue Apartments
-^

(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)

JANUARY
Now Thru 1-31-03
>»
CO
■D
O

Field Manor Apartments

$300 Off Deposit

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
•
•
•
•

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths, furnished - limit 4 people
Apt. 49 - 72 (A/C & fireplace)
Apt. 1 - 48 (A/C only)
Close to campus!

(519 Leroy Ave., 542, & 560 Frazee Ave.)

Heinz Apartments

Frazee Avenue Apartments

(808 & 818 N. Enterprise / 424 & 451 Frazee Ave)
• 3 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished - limit 5 people
• A/C, fireplaces, microwave, dishwasher, garbage disposal
• Close to campus!

(818 Thurstin, 624, & 656 Frazee Ave.)
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 baths, furnished
• dishwashers/garbage disposals

Q>

SPECIAL

670 Frazee -

COMPLETELY REMODELED FOR FALLI

• Completely Remodeled 2 bed, 2 bath, new
kitchens, new carpet, new furniture.
• Call for Details!!

55
CD

E
o
o

Mercer Manor Apartments
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
• A/C, fireplaces, microwaves, dishwasher,
garbage disposals

UNITS GOING
FAST!

Check out our website at: www.wcnet org/-gbrental
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James cleared Buccaneers got trophy,
in SUV case Raiders got embarrassed
By Tom Witters
1H[ «SSOCI»H0 PRESS

'

CLEVELAND — LeBron
lames did not violate state
amateur bylaws by accepting a
sports utility vehicle as a gift.
The Oliio High School
'.Athletic Association concluded
Jits two-week investigation yesterday by clearing lames, the
nation's top prep player, of any
wrongdoing
OHSAA commissioner Clair
Muscaro spent the past two
weeks gathering information
and documentation to determine how lames got a Hummer
■H2 vehicle, which has a base
-retail price of $50,000.
Muscaro said no violations of
the OHSAA amateur bylaws "as
currently written" have been
found and that lames is still eli■gible to play.
("iloria lames said she
obtained a bank loan to buy the
SUV for her son's 18th birthday
and provided financial information to the OHSAA for its
inquiry.
Muscaro was shown the
business records from the bank
and dealership, and was satisfied that the financing and
acquisition of the vehicle were
acquired by lames' mother
alone.
"Accordingly, this type of
transaction is not a violation of
the OHSAA bylaws on amateurism," Muscaro said in a
statement.
Muscaro's concern was that

lames had accepted the automobile from an agent or outside source and had violated an
OHSAA bylaw that states amateur status is forfeited if an athlete capitalizes on athletic fame
by receiving money or gifts of
monetary value.
If the OHSAA had stripped
James of his amateur status, he
would have been ineligible to
play for the rest of the season,
and St. Vinccnt-St. Mary, the
nation's No. 1 team, would
have forfeited its games from
the time lames accepted the
SUV.
"We're glad it's behind us,"
said Grant Innocenzi, the
school's athletic director. "We
can now move on with the season. We want as few distractions as possible. These kids
want to win the slate championship ."
Muscaro said the OHSAA
will review its bylaws on amateurism and could make
changes if recommended to do
so by its member schools.
lames has had the SUV for
several weeks On Friday night,
he parked the platinum-colored I lummer just outside the
school's gym doors, giving fans
arriving for his final home
game on campus a chance to
see it.
Gloria lames would not
comment on the inquiry
Sunday following her son's
game as the Fighting Irish beat
Akron Buchtcl 82-71.

RAIDERS, FROM PAGE 7

The Bucs got the Vince
l-ombardi Trophy. The Raiders
should have gotten the Rolex.
Congrats, you gave the fans wann
fuzaes about Ken Stabler and lack
Tatum. But seriously, who's coming out of the AFC next year?

This is the Silver and Black? This
is what it has come to? a 48-21
embarrassment to a team that
ever-quotable ABC broadcaster Al
Michaels said "invented losing"
after the game.
The Raiders lost Super Bowl II to
a superior Packers team, and
never made the mistake of being

Super Bowl
attracts variety
COLUMN, FROM PAGE 7

Many businesses plan their
big events and promotions
around the Super Bowl.
Publishers Clearing House used
to entice people to tune in after
the game to se° the newest $10
million winner get surprised on
live TV in front of the entire
world, lust about any business
you could imagine produces
some kind of crazy or special
commercial to he aired during
the big game.
A question that comes to
mind is "why"? Why is there so
much more hype put into the
Super Bowl than any other
championship event in professional sports? The most reasonable explanation seems to be

that no other sport has an event
equivalent to the magnitude of
the Super Bowl. With the possible exception of a game seven,
no other professional sport
offers a one game, winner
takes all scenario.
All of these factors make the
Super Bowl one of the highest,
if not THE highest rated television event every year. My
friend really hit the nail on the
head. Many people probably
feel as obligated to watch the
Super Bowl as they do to
attend a Fourth of July parade,
fly their flag on Flag Day, or eat
turkey on Thanksgiving. I
would not be surprised if one
day "Super Bowl Sunday" is
acknowledged as an observed
holiday on calendars everywhere.

the inferior team again mi fixitball's biggest stage. Tiny romped
lliicc in ncs in ilii'SupeiTliiw] in 1(1
years, a stretch of greatness that
made the Raida legacy Then
came Sunday. Then came infamy.
The Raiders have become just
another fafifble team again. LA,
Oakland, whateva
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

THE
TANNING
CENTER

La

» 1 -800-88 7-97 7.?

Monday Friday
10AM -9PM
Saturday
Noon-4PM

Includes 7 Nights Hotel.
6 Free Parties!
24 Hrs Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica!
From $459
www.springbreaktravet.com
1.800.678 6386

. ■hoi wiii-iit Mctl !•

Campus Events

Services Offered
ArArATArArATArArAr
Spring Recruitment?'s call Erica at 214-4008
Tue Jan 28. 8-10pm Wed. Jan 29.
8-10pm. Thur. Jan. 30, 8-10pm.

ArArArArArATATATAI"
r*B HUB P»B TOB r»B TOB
Gamma Phi Beta Open Recruitment
8-10pm- see you there!

IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK

The Wash House
248 N. MAIN
(419)354-1559
10 Ms/2 booths

SouthSide Laundromat
993 S. MAIN
(419)353-8826
5 bods/1 booth

Sigi^P\appa

The Heat
904EWOOSTER
(419)352-3588

Monthly Bed Package

Tuesday, January 28th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
Wednesday, January 29th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
Thursday, January 30th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
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^ Com meet the sisters ofAOFI \ro\i\
8-10 pm o\ the joSmina dates:
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DELTA ZETA

Serving BG since 1980
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WOMEN
Past and
Present
EEffl

rear
naaa

%

Married women gain the right ro own
Women win the right to vote.
Laws require equal pay for men and
women doing equal work.

fEHS

Women are elected as mayors of two r
major American cities.
I

ffiED

A woman is appointed as a Supreme
Court justice.

Today, women learn complete Financial management at'
Building Your Financial Foundation For Women By Women.
In the past, most women had one deFined role. Today,
women are determining their own destinies. Whether you're
single or married, divorced or widowed, learn how to take
control of your Finances and enjoy the benefits of Financial
management.
Tuesday, February 4th, 2003
Financial Planning » Investing lor Women
Tuesday, February 11th, 2003

Fundamentals ol Retirement S Estate Planning,
5:30-8:30 p.m. 40 College Park. Room 2
BGSU Continuing Education
Call 877-650-8165 now to reserve your seat. Only
S30per class or $55 for both which includes workbook.

1\ies. Jan. 28th 7:30-10:30
Wed. Jan. 29th 7:30-10:30
Thurs. Jan 30th 7:30-10:30

Light dinner provided
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Tue. Jan 28
8-9pm & 9-IOpm
Wed. Jan 29
8-9pm & 9-10pm
Thurs. Jan 30 8-9pm & 9-10pm
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JFor Rent,

You Can

Divorce and Widowhood
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5beds

Informal Recruitment

iiov iioviiov

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Above Dairy Queen
434E.W0OSTER
(419)353-2844
4 beds/4 booths

Come meet the sisters of

.\on ,\on .\on

Need a babysitter?
Experienced BGSU student ottering
services to local families needing a
reliable babysitter Avail, weekends.
Call Danielle 353-2278

The sisters of Phi Mu would like to
welcome you to our Spring
Recruitment!

4 LOCATIONS

AOII

SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199

<PM <t>M <t>M <t>M d>M <J>M

tenter

Aon

SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
$279.
5 days. Includes 10 Free Meals,
Free Parlies & Drink Specials!
Incl. Port, Departure, Hotel Tax!
WWW sprjnghl»«ktravel com
1 800.678.6386

x^vvvv^x>QOQQft<vv^^^

welcome

'
!
'
|

Celebrity Spring Break brought to
you by StudentCity com! Book now
& save up to $100 on all International nips Parly Ike a rock star w/
MAXIM Magazine A Jackets'*
Steve-O. Call 1-800-293-1445
tor details, email
rj, or book

n» BQHmmmMtfMnjhik>cMfew,dii

Questions call 2-2387

Dayton a

•"Act Fast! Save $$$. Last chance
to book! Special rat— tor groups Ql
fi± www leisuretoura.com
800-838-8203

... basiv. BMndhaJ "« l-i!w III ii-Hunr All
JIJIIMI<CIIK.II> m M,hji-.i ka p-Jttttkj Ml
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*■ hire and we 1<M! 1™* breakers'

«1 Spring Break Vacations' Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida Best
Prices! Space is limited!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertoura.com

SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica,
S Padre & Florida. Free parlies,
food & drinks! BEST hotels & LOWEST pnceslwww breakerstravel.com
(800) 575-2026

BG
NEWS
tuuunjl unitin.

Travel

146 1/2 MANVH.I.F. One BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
S473.0O per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available
5/17/03 to 5/R/04
ISO 1/2 MANVILt.E- One BR. upper duplex. Umlt 2 people
$473.00 per month, deposit 1440.00 Tenants pay uUIIUes. Available
5/17/03 to 5/8/04
,1,1 HI i ii -M ihuratla One Bedroom. 1 Bath Furnished. Or
Unfurnished
School Year Two Person Rate - J540 00
One Year Two Penan Rale $450.00
451 TWJRSTIN - Across From OfTenhauer Furnished Efficiencies
with full baths. Assigned Parking.
School Year - One Person Only - $395.00
One Year - One Person Only -'$355 00
52 r E. MF.RRY Ck.se lo OfTenhauer Two Bedrooms. Furnished
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $685.00
One Year Two Person Rate ■ $570.00
505 Cl.OUGH STREET Campus Manor - Behind Kioto's TWo
Bedroom Furnished One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
615 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620 00
One Year Two Person Rate - $520.00
701 FOURTH Two !l.-,1i<)oiii Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate $620.00
> Vear Two Person Rate - $520.00
B35TQ11BIU Two Bedroom. I 1/2 Baths
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480.00
HIP FIFTH - Two Bedroom, 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year ■ TWo Person Rale - $570.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470.00
649 SIXTH Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00 ■
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
HO? SIXTH - Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity Dishwasher.
School Year Two Person Rate - $610.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $510 00
SIB oSaSIXm Rock Ledge Manor. Two Bedroom Two Baths.
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year Two Person Rate $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rate $530.00
at a SEVENTH -Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545!00
One Year Two Person Rale - $450.00
WE HAVE MANYOTHEKONEAND TWO BEDROOM BUILDINGS. STOP
IN THE OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE
WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED BUILDINGS WITH A 1225.00 NON
REFUNDABLE PET DEPOSIT.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.iohnnewloverealestate.coni

10 Tuesday, January 28.2003

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Personals

Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

1

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1 -800-293-3985 ext 626

400 counselors/instructors needed
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA.
Lohikan8004884321ww.lohikan.com

125 Cnm St. 3 Bdrm house.
1/2 block from campus. Avail. Aug.

DEADLINE FOR BIOLOGY
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS
is February 7!

BARTENDERS NEEDED'". No
exp. necessary! Earn up to $300 a
day. 1-866-291-1884 ext U1132

2 bdrm. apt. AVAILABLE NOW!
S545 unfurn w/fridge, oven stove.
washing mach . aJc. Close to
campus Will pay $545 upon
signing. 419-352-2919
2 bdrm. furn. apt. No smoking, no
pets Close to campus. Inclu. util.
Call Tim at 353-5074.

Educational backpacking trip to
the Navajo Reservation In the
high desert mountains of New
Mexico & Arizona. May 11 -May 24,
2003 EARN 3 CREDIT HOURS
If interested- there will be a meeting this Thur. Jan. 30 at 7:30pm In
Student Union rm. 316 or call Bill
Thompson at 372-7820 or email him
at wthompObgnet.bgsu.edu.
Visit our web site!
http://www.wcnet.org/-ucf/navtrp.ht
ml
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S. WOMEN'S & CO-REC
DOU8LES RACQUETBALL
JAN. 29
NEW INTRAMURAL SPORT'
4 PLAYER FLAG FOOTBALL
ENTRIES DUE JAN. 28
Pisaneilo's
You deserve the Best!
352-5166. Ask about our specials.
Spring Break Tanning Specials
Semester unlimited $60. 2 mo.
unlimited $50 1 mo unlimited $30
Campus Tanning 352-7889
St Thomas More University
Scholarships All Catholic undergraduate BQSU students who have
successfully completed or will have
completed 25 credit hrs by the end
of the current spring sem. are
eligible to apply. Preference will be
given to students who are currently
active at St. Toms. Application
materials are avail, in the Parish
Office. The deadline is Feb 28

Office cleaning 5 hrs. per wk
Mon-Fn. Own transportation
required Call 352-5822
Sprmg/summer job available. Press
Box Supervisor (or BG. Youth
Baseball League. Call 353-2918
(night time only) to set up an interview and receive more info. This is
by far the BEST Summer Job in
BG. Ask for Tim.
Want men willing to learn & work on
wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school is out lor the
summer until the middle of Aug.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers & floor
sanding machines Also measuring,
laying out & painting game lines &
art work & applying gym floor finish.
We wiil thoroughly train you in all
phases of the work. Job pays S8/hr.
You can expect between 40 50hrs/wk. Hrs. can be flexible. Must
be punctual & reliable & willing to
accept responsibility. Please contact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or lax
resume to 419-385-6483
Weekend babysitter needed,
about 5-7 hours each day.
Please call 419-494-1246

'93 Oidsmobile Achieva with blown
headgasket, new brakes. Good car
for parts. $750 or OBO. Call
440-258-1881 or 419-214-3252.

Wanted

1 or 2 roommates needed
Huge house with game room.
$250 per mo. Call 440-935-5230.
Sublease! needed ASAP for fully
furn. new apt. Call Dustm or Dave at
353-3892.
Subleasers needed ASAP, for very
nice, fully furn. apt. across from
campus/cheap. Kon 419-575-0069.
Sublease's needed for summer semester May 15-Aug 15. House on
S. College. 1 block from campus.
Call Sara 214-4159.

Help Wanted

Fraternities" Sororities
Clubs ' Student Groups
Earn S1,0O0-$2.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event.
Our programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

'96 Ford Contour 4 dr. loaded, 5 sp.
man. power leather seats, moon
roof, premier sound w/keyless entry
& alarm. $3800 OBO. 419-297-2062
Bed brand new. Queen size pillow
top set. full warranty. Will sacrifice
S179can deliver. Call 419-392-7465

\
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3 Bdrm house 236 Troup St.
Avail. 03-04 school yr. SlOOOVmo +
util. 12 mo lease 419-308-1405
3 bdrm. house. 2 bdrm. house,
2 bdrm apt. 3 bdrm. apt. &
etticiency apt. All in excellent
condition. 11 1 /2 mo/leases.
Avail Aug. 15.
Close !o University.
Call 419-686-4651
Apartments - All Sizes May & Aug.
Reduced rent Jan. thru June 2003
419-353-8206 Fite Rental Mgmt
Avail. Feb.1. 2003. 4 bdrm. house
completely remodeled. 2 bdrm apt.
furnished. Both close to BGSU
Call 419-686-4651
Avail, now. Etticiency. 1 lg rm. with
private bath. Unfurn. Grad student
preferred 352-5822.
BG Apis-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
S500 & gas/elec. 12 mo lease
Smith Apt Renlals 419-352-8917
Female subleaser thru Aug
S250'mo. ♦ util. Own bdrm. & bthrm.
308-3530, ask tor Tonya.
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
29
31
34
35
36
37
40
41
42

Letter opening, often
Frankenstein's helper
English homework
Pleasant
Genesis boat-builder
One of the strings
Ages and ages and ages
Folk wisdom
Marcus or Woody
Football trio
Wool producer
Positive reply
Cowboys' home
Merge
Silent assent
Where lovers walk''
Missile housing
Slimy stuff
Racing trio
Lays down the lawn
City on the Rhine
Exclusively

43
44
45
46
47
48
57
. 58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
36
38

Lose it
Stead
Computer graphic
Bedouin home
Kin through marriage
Silly fowl
Rowboat needs
Flightless bird
Sidestepped
Jockey's attire
Diva's performances
McCowen or Baldwin
Jerk
Oyster find
Hose material
Use a divining rod
Negative particle
Touches down
Rims
Bearings
Panache
Not many way
Ultraviolet filter
Beaded with moisture
Garbage boat
Norway capital
Moderate

Printer's measures
Jabbers
Put away gear
Sopping
Old French coin
Tennis trio
German sub
Retired for the night
Kangaroo kid
Chutzpah
Skedaddle
Long m the tooth
Take the helm
Small gull
Pastel shade

Houses 1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks of campus for 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454
Professor will share house w/ professor or grad student. S255 incl all
util. 5 bdrm , lg. wooded lot, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, faces goll course
352-5523, Iv. msg. after 7pm.
Subleaser needed ASAP.
S200/month plus utilities
Call 419-373-9852

% www »^
■v Diet you know... *
^Apples, not caffeine,
^ are more efficient
% at waking you up in
%
the morning...

*
^
%
\
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"03-04 Apts. for rent.Going fast, all
next to campus & in quiet areas for
study. Listings avail 24/7 316 E.
Merry M3.353-0325 9am-9pm

VAUWrWtS SPfC/AC

"Only 3 Lg. houses left Next to
campus, s y. or 12 mo. lease 303 E
Merry/8 students, 916 3rd. St /8 students, new carpet, 211 E. Reed A,
B/4. 5 or 6. Call 9am-9pm. 353-0325

Two Gift Certificates
NOW
ONLY

03-04 Houses & Apartments
616 Second St. - 800 Third St.
3 blocks off campus Call 354-9740.

Wm. Matthew Wolph
Prolessional Masseur
419.348.0508
211 S. Mercer St. 40-D
Bowling Green, OH

1 bdrm Millikm Hotel, downtwn. 8G.
2 levels w/spiral staircase & skylight.
Directly above Jed's on corner Mam
& Woos'er. Avail. now-Aug.
419-308-6787

One-Hour Full Body Massage

$45

Normally $25/hour
Oder expires 02-28-03

<XXX5C>C>C>C><>^^
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f iE[HN0 4
German [luM

CANOIN * ACAPUIC0
JAMAICA « BAHAMAS
FL0BIDA

►PRRiY*
w Thurs. Jan. 30. 9 pm^
^201 Bowen-Thompson^
>
Student Union
^

SELL TRIPS ON CAMPUS,
EARN CASH, GO FREE!!

Kappa Kappa
Gamma
Fall 02 pean's List
Jessica Altus
Lindsay Bell
Megan Bollman
Jackie Brown
Jessica Bruns
Lindsay Cieply
Christy Dunson
Sarah Garman
Jessica Kerlin
Katie Kiefler"
Tracy LaHote
Ginenne Lanese
Cara McCanse
Brittney Schreffler
Mandy Takacs
Noelle Tanigawa
Tara Tierney
Danielle Davis'
Jenna Gable*
Ashley Hettle*
Erica Kelly'
Ashley Simmons

l\4 As, **.»k iJ

*

1.800.648.4849
www.ststravel.com
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THE fllMH MUIR - to the first .
40 pirn years of ttif BCSU's
eustence. the Alma Mater hymn
was written and sung to the music
of the national anthem of Finland. Finland!)
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Smile it's Tuesday!

Highland
Management
130 E. Washington St.. BG

(419)354-6036
k

Monday
V
Family Night

9 AM-5PM

1" month 1/2 off!
Low Security Deposits!

2 «r more pcoph

(for Highland & Jay-Mar only)

10% o(T total
Tues. - Thurs.
Sundae Day

The Highlands- Senlor/Grad
Housing. 1 Bdnn. spacious,
targe closets, nil new windows, carpel, some w/ncw kitchens A baths
Starts SW 12 mo tease

^All you can oat
$

5.95

Fri. & Sat.
' Date Night

Jay-Mar Apts.- Semor/Grad
Housing, 2 Bdrm, spacious, new
wmdows. doors, kitchens (dishwashers r,VQf). b.ilhs,
Starts $550. 12 mo lease

Sundae or Milk Shake for 2

$

2.95

Take home '

1/2 gal.'5.95
2nd 1/2 gal.

•1.25 ofT

Beyond
o

The Homestead- Grad
Housing, Ar'C. great location,
cefamtc tile, sotuvaprool cons,
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulted
ceilings Slarts S510/n>onth
We'll lake care ot you. Best
price, well-maintained, privacy
S dead bolt security, large
apts., 24-hr. maintenance. On
site laundry
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland^ wcnet.org

L

cCream
133 S. Main St.

CONGRATULATIONS! ,

r$3.DD ® the door,
E^ Contact ctwwObgn* ogtu «au YJ

a

»

COMPACT FUN FACT

Bit of info
Clown of the court
Waterlogged
Use a shuttle
Haughty gaze
Six-shooters
Help with a heist
Extra
Roosevelt's
successor
Up to the job
Parity open
Like some
fast-food orders
So-so grades
Jekyll's alter ego

52
53
54

i
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39
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
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Homes & Apts for 03-04 school yr
1 -3 person-12 mo. leases only.
Smith Apt. Rentals 419-352-8917.
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office

» 'V V \ \ % %

For Rent

i

1

Ip

'.

■■
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"

2 houses for rent close to campus
239 Manville & 835 5th St.
May leases, no pets.
Call Frobose Rentals 419-352-9392

For Sale

$500 Police Impounds!
Cars/trucks/SUV's from $500.
Hondas, Chevys & more! For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. 4558

.

353-3855

10

ALPHA
GAMM/
DELTA

Management inc.
NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
CALL 353-5800 FOR
COMPLETF LISTING
IIUbdakApt I082 Fiirview,
I A 2 Helm. Apis,
Dishwasher-Garbage Disposal
I \ll Baihs-Washcr/Drycr Hook up
(2 Bilrnn

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt 215 E Pw
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms
Laundry on SllC
BGSU Bus Slop

Management Inc.

Ilcinzsile Apl., 710 N. Enterprise
I&2 Bdrms
A/C-Disrmashcr-Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in .2 Bdrm
CLOSIZTOC VMI'i s

would like to invite you to an
'l iii.i.:' nirni Int.

HIRING ALL POSITIONS

Alpha Gam Picnic

Bluf House* 120 Prospect
2 Bdrm- "I (V M
Close to Downtown/Campus

^rtfEfcCA
Mart a Re men (Inc.

Apply any time!
2411 Tiffin Ave-Findlay,0K
(419)4297884
*

Tuesday from 8-8:45 pm &
9-9:45 pm at the AGD house
located in the Conklin Quad
across from Harshman dorm.

AA

(•riTnbcaviT Apt., 642 S. College
2 Bdrm Apt
Can have PET (cxiraS)

/fttf&CA
M.iii.iCniiiill IllC.
Will d« a few semester leases
Spring and/or Fall
al 830 4th St.
iWillm* llmis.i

Stop by our office at
1045 \. Main St.
www.merca!*£.com

